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The performance of multivariate calibration or classification 
models often depends on the applied scaling of the x-variables. 

Autoscaling and Pareto scaling are widely used [1]; however, rarely 
strictly evaluated or compared.

Here an adjusted Pareto scaling is presented – covering the range 
from no scaling via standard Pareto scaling to autoscaling.

Aim: Model performance (prediction of y in new cases) may be 
improved by optimizing a parameter P between 0 and 1. 
Linear regression models ŷ = b T x, made by PLS, are considered.

Adjusted Pareto scaling    xPARETO =  xC /s P

xC Centered variable; based on arithmetic mean or median

s     Spread measure of variable; classic standard deviation (sd) 
or robust from IQR (interquartile range, s = 0.7413 IQR) 

P Pareto exponent 0 … 1, varied for instance in steps of 0.1
P =  0 no scaling
P =  0.5 standard Pareto scaling
P =  1 autoscaling
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Tentative conclusions
Scaling of x-variables by methods based on the spread (s) may
improve the performance of multivariate regression models. 
However, the effect has to be tested, and depends on the data.
No general rules, related to data properties, seem to be evident.

Standard Pareto scaling xPARETO = xC /sP with P = 0.5 may be not 
optimal. Varying the Pareto exponent P between 0 (no scaling) 
and 1 (autoscaling) is recommended. 

A dependence of the model performance from P is found for under-
fitted models, but may be low for well-fitted or over-fitted models.

Other (robust) scaling methods, based on the variable spread, like 
range scaling or vast scaling, may give better model performances
for some data sets than adjusted Pareto scaling.   
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Further scaling methods based on variable spread  [1]

Range scaling        xRANGE =  xC / (xHIGH - xLOW)
xLOW ,  xHIGH Range of the variable with borders given by

quantile 0, 0.01, 0.02, …, and 1, 0.99, 0.98, …

Vast scaling xVAST =  xC / (s . sRSD)
sRSD = s / c                  Relative standard deviation (coefficient of

variation);  c, center (mean or median)
Variable stability scaling:  stable variables have small sRSD

● repeated double Cross Validation  (rdCV) [2] with PLS is used; 
3 segments for test set split (outer CV); 7 segments for optimization 
of A, number of PLS components (inner CV); 50 repetitions; [3-5].

● Model performance is measured by
SEP (standard error of prediction), the standard deviation of 
prediction errors for test set objects, estimated from CV and the 
repetitions in rdCV. Variations of SEP are presented by boxplots.
Range ±2 SEP is a ~95% confidence interval for predictions of y [3].
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Examples

PAC-RI
n = 209 polycyclic aromatic compound structures [6,7]
m = 2234 variables (molecular descriptors, Dragon [8])
y, gas-chromatographic retention index, 197 – 504, sd = 80.8

Best scaling:   “Pareto” scaling with P = 1 (= autoscaling)
Range scaling with range  0.1 – 0.9 quantiles
Vast scaling, classic (with mean and standard deviation)

GLU-NIR
n = 166 cereal fermentation samples [9]
m = 197 variables (NIR absorb., 1100-2300 nm, 1st derivative)
y, glucose content, 0.3 – 54,4 g/L, sd = 14.2 g/L

Best scaling: Range scaling with the ranges minimum to maximum, 
quantiles 0.01 to 0.99 or 0.02 to 0.98

Adjusted Pareto scaling:
Pareto exponent P = 0, 0.1, …, 1

Range scaling: Quantiles
for low border 0, 0.01, …, 
0.1 

Vast scaling:
V, classic
Vr, robust
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